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found myself going through a serious crisis of oolief, ~tided ttnd abetted
by Neptune transiting my Sun. If you think, by tho way, Neptune
inspires faith you should think again. What Neptune doe11 ill enuRe you to
disbelieve in anything you previously believed in, even if it.'a Neptunian!
I celebrated this period, strangely enough, by writing Planets in Transit.
When I tell people I wrote that book with Neptune transiting my Sun
they think I channelled it. No, I didn't. I just wrote it- and to prove it, I
could write it again, although it would probably be a little different!
However, back to my crisis of belief about astrology. I had to ask
myself how could so many men of supposed good will disagree so
violently with something I found so self-evident?- Let us assume for the
moment that we are not dealing with out-and-out bigotry - not a safe
assumption, to put it mildly. What is the problem? We even have critics·
who are more or less within the astrological community (who will
remain nameless but individuals come to mind) who also have this
problem. They are genuinely interested in astrology, but they can't seem
to see anything in it, and yet all of us have managed to find enough in it
to dedicate various proportions of our lives, from considerable to total, to
astrology. I took quite a few years to answer this question about the
disagreement for myself.
The answer did not come from astrology, and it did not come from
science. It came from metaphysics - a very loaded word which I will
attempt to define further on. Usually when one introduces the word
ni"etapliysics all attempts to reason go out of the window. The
metaphysics I refer to concerns the nature of reality systems.

Metaphysics and Reality Systems- Part I
It is popularly assumed that there is one and only one reality. This
depends on how one defines the word 'reality'. In my own usage of
language I have come to two distinct terms which I consider to be quite
different in significance, 'reality' and 'truth'. The simplest definition of
'truth' I've ever heard is that truth is what is so. Reality is a game-plan or
set of rules by which one interacts with what's so, and there is an almost
infinite number of possible reality systems.
I don't know how many of you saw "The Day the Universe Changed"
series on television? It was a BBC series that was also broadcast in the
States on public television. It was a history ofscience eeriee, and the last
one was quite remarkable. Whereas throu~rh the previous part& or the
series one had the feeling one wall dealing with another hyperrationaliet, in the Jut programme he demonstrated the relativity of
reality eysteme by ahowin11 that Tibetan Buddhism is at least as good a
reality system us contemporary science. And this was not to praise
either one. He just pointed out that reality systems are by their very
nature arbitrary. I had come to the same conclusion, but I also had come
to another conclusion which is also implicit in major philosophical
d iecoveries of the 20ih century. Yes, there are discoveries in philosophy.
PhiloeopherH do not merely go around in Robin Hood's Barn doing the
sume ihinlo{ over and over again. In this particular case the discovery was
that reuliiy aysteme tend to be tautological, that is, they frame the
questions in such a way that they reinforce themselves and exclude
evidence that points to their invalidity. l''urthermore it is almost
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impossible from the point of view of one reality system to investigate
another one intelligently. I will give examples ofthis in the course of this
talk as these pertain to astrology.
Whatever you may feel about the matter yourself, just for the
moment accept the idea that reality is essentially a set of rules, a
somewhat arbitrary set of rules, and rules, themselves, actually affect
the way in which one perceives existence.
To give you an example which I have personally encountered
recently. I made a statement in a paper which was published in the AA
Journal among other places, that astrology described the peculiar
nature of individual points in time and space according to a symbolic
language. A critic wrote me a letter criticising this statement. He clearly
had no idea what I meant by symbolic language. He thought I was
referring to symbolic logic, which I was not. What I was referring to was
something like the Jungian system of archetypes. I will be giving away
the identity of this person when I quote him as having said in print,
"There are lies, damned lies, and symbols".
Now if one comes from a reality system in which symbolic
statements are meaningless one is automatically rendered unable to
encounter anything like astrology, because astrology poses that there is
some kind of inherent symbolic system in nature. If one can't accept the
idea that there is something like a symbolic language - one doesn't have
to say it's inherent - one's reality system automatiCally makes it
impossible to corn prebend anything like astrology, or psychology, or art,
or music, or poetry or about 909t of human existence! Astrology is not
alone in being condemned by this peculiar point of view.
The real problem, however, is that when enough people adopt a
reality system it becomes known as common sense, one of the most
dangerous phrases in this or any other language. Usually it would be
more accurate to describe it as common consensus. As the author of"The
Day the Universe Changed" pointed out, it was common consensus a few
hundred years ago in this and many other countries that there was such
a thing as witchcraft (persons in league with the devil to perform black
magic, not Wicca in the modern sense), and that witches should be
burned in order to save their souls. He illustrated this rather graphically
in the last programme, where the camera panned into a burning witch obviously not a real burning witch, but close enough to make one want to
leave the room! His point was very simply that this was common sense in
its day.
"Common sense" becomes difficult with respect to people who
criticise astrology in that when one raises the issue of astrology and
investigating astrology one also has to raise the issue of metaphysical
assumptions. One cannot proceed according to common sense. I do not
refer to such common sense questions as "how could the planets possibly
influence human life?" That is a relatively high level of common sense.
The metaphysical aspects of that question are obvious. I refer to the way
in which one frames questions that one would ask in doing astrological
research. These are very, very concrete issues. One cannot frame a
question until one has a metaphysical foundation for the framing of the
question, a nd people with different reality systems have different
metaphysical foundations. The two are locked together so completely
that they are essentially two ways of stating the same thing. A
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metaphysical system is a reality system, and a reality system is a
metaphysical system.
I should point out, by the way, that the origin of the word
metaphysics is rather funny. Aristotle wrote or published a series of
essays. Actually it's not clear who wrote them but they are Aristotelian
in origin. One ofthem was called The Physics. The Physics are, ofcourse,
descriptions of the nature of nature. Nature in Greek is Physis, hence
physics. The set of essays written after that, and filed next in the
libraries, were "beyond physics" because they came afterwards, and
they were called metaphysics, meta= beyond. In other words the word
metaphysics doesn't say anything about the ...subject at all. It just
identifies it as the essay he wrote after The Physics. However, the literal
and metaphorical meanings of the word metaphysics are also accurate,
because metaphysics is by its nature the statement of the fundamental
assumptions on which all perceptions and knowledge of being are based.
Metaphysics is not investigatable. One cannot empirically examine a
metaphysical statement. One can only accept it or reject it, and here is
the problem. We are frequently requested to examine astrology making
metaphysical assumptions that we do not in fact make. This is not a ·
reasonable demand. This is a fundamental violation of all ofphilosophy.
It's like trying to prove Euclid without assuming that parallel lines
never meet. Metaphysics is really a set of axioms and postulates from
which one proceeds to investigate. However, when one deals with many
critics of astrology and these problems are raised, one gets responses like
the following: "Let's cut out all this philosophical discussion. Let's get
down to common sense here." Of course what they're asking us to do is
suspend our metaphysics and swallow theirs without further
examination. Most of these people do not realise they are making
metaphysical assumptions. They think what they are doing is only
common sense, which of course, it is, except that common sense is really
only common consensus metaphysics. We must not ever again be
deceived by tbe words common sense. It is not Truth! It is simply a
counting of votes!
Let me mention some common sense doctrines that astrology does
not, in fact, accept. First of all, astrology does not accept that subject and
object are independent. If astrology did, how could one talk about
someone's spouse from a horoscope? For that matter, how could one talk
about astrology at all, because granting the complete separateness of
subject and object we're left with the really vexatious question of how
could astrology work? On the other hand, if we assume that subject and
object are part of ono continuous field of consciousness or existence we no
longer have to ask that question. The entire question of how astrology
works comes from the prevailing metaphysical viewpoint. If we change
the metaphysical assumptions the question becomes almost idiotic. Ifwe
proceed from the essentially mystical viewpont that the universe is a
field of continua, where there is no clear boundary between any two
entitles. It is like a whirlpool in the water. There is no place where we
can say for sure that the whirlpool has stopped and the water begun.
Once one assumes the universe is like that, the answer to the question of
how astrology can work becomes moot. How could the planets not affect
people? They are all part of the same field. I often describe astrology as
applied mysticism, because it is the day to day experience that we and

the universe are in fact one, the fundamental thesis ofmysticism.
Incidentally, I think 'mysticism' is a word that all scientists and
conventional 'rationalist' thinkers should be barred from using, because
what they mean is 'mysterious' or 'confused'. Mysticism has a rather
specific meaning. The word refers to the doctrine that we and God or the
universe, take your choice, are somehow at the fundamental root of
things, one, and that the appearance of separateness is an illusion or
misunderstanding. Any other use of the word is a gross misuse of the
·word. Now of course there are shades of meaning in there, as has been
pointed out to me several times when I have presented this simple
definition of mysticism. But the fundamental idea of the universe as
some sort of underlying unity is characteristic of all mystical systems.
The fact that something is perceived as fuzzy, confused, mysterious or
weird does not make it mystical, and even though in ordinary language
the words 'mysticism' and 'mystical' are often used in that manner. We
do not, in fact, in our operational proceedings with astrology ·a ssume that
subject and object are separate.
Another example - one that might be rather controversial - for
those of you that are concerned with astrological research in the highly
technical sense of the 1\'0rd: randomness. The idea of randomness is
actually coming under fire from a more orthodox scientific community,
or should I say a not so orthodox scientific community. The idea of
randomness is actually quite debatable. From the point of view of ·
divinatory metaphysics which includes things other than astrology - I
Ching, Tarot, or whatever favourite technique one uses to get in touch
with the underpinnings of things - everything is a sign of something
else. There is nothing that is truly random. If one reads tea leaves, one
assumes that the arrangement of the tea leaves at the bottom of the cup
is a signature of something. One does not assume that it is a random
m eaningless pattern. I should point out here that when I say
randomness, I imply meaninglessness. If it were assumed that there
were meaning in randomness, what I am saying would not apply.
Meaninglessness is usually assumed in the way that the word is used.
Technically ; randomness means something quite different. Technically
randomness refers to a set of conditions that satisfies a very precisely
defined set of mathematical conditions. I have no quarrel with that
definition. But it·is entirely tautological. If something fits an arbitrary
but clearly defined set of criteria, then by God it fits that arbitrary set of
criteria! How could one possibly disagree with that? But in ordinary
language, and even ordinary language as used by scientists,
randomness implies more than merely fulfilling a set of methematical
criteria. It also implies meaninglessness. The charge, by the way, has
come from the new theories of chaos which have come to realise that
randomness could be a highly complex order, which is something that
any divinatory metaphysician would have to agree with immediately,
although there would still be other points of disagreement.
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Primary and Secondary Qualities
Continuing on the negative side ofthings for a moment, on what we
don't need to learn from science, the conventional sciences - there is
another area which is really deadly, and this refers to the quite
consciously made metaphysical statement about primary and secondary

qualities. This issue came up very strongly at a research conference in
Michigan. John Townley and Robert Schmitt raised this issue very
strongly. I am going to introduce their argument here with some
variations.
The exact date of this episode in the history of western philosophy I
don't personally know, but I do know, as Townley and Schmitt point out,
that it occurred at the University of Paris some time in the Middle Ages.
Logicians realised that there are two kinds of qualities, those that one
could quantify and those that one couldn't. Qualities that can be
quantified are those like length, height, weight, distance, volume,
velocity, acceleration. All of these can be represented by lines extended
in space. These are called primary qualities. Qtralities that one cannot
quantify readily are things like happiness, sadness, colours, such as
yellow and red, (although we have since figured out how to quantifY
those), the sense of meaningfulness. These are called secondary
qualities. These are all qualities that cannot be quantified. The decision
made at the University of Paris was important because subsequent
philosophers of science lost sight of one fundamental part of it in the
intervening centuries. Originally they decided for practical purposes not.
to deal with secondary qualities because they could not figure out how to
treat them. So they went ahead and dealt only with the primary ones.
Several hundred years later, in the scientific revolution, the
distinction was reaffirmed, only this time a rather important change
was made. In the University ofParis in the Middle Ages they knew there
were such things as secondary qualities, and they were important. In the
17th and 18th centuries it was decided that secondary qualities were not
only not usuable, th~y were also unim,POrtant. Any thing that could not be
defined as quantity was considered trivial or worse, unreal. An
interesting problem arises. This classifies 90% of human existence as
trivial or unreal. However, this choice made it possible to create better
industrial machinery, and ultimately bombs. I am only being somewhat
facetious here.
.
My personal academic training is in the history of the philosophy of
science. In this, as well as in many other historical disciplines, there is a
considerable amount of literature on the Marxist school advocating the
role of class interests in influencing the development of the sciences.
While I am not personally an advocate ofmost Marxist interpretations of
historical phenomena because they are far too simplistic, they do
indicate one thing that is absolutely real and important for us to
understand. Philosophies tend to reflect the practical concerns of the
dominant class of an era, not the other way round. If the primary thing
the ruling cl81!B is trying to do is building more artillery, then who gives
a damn about secondary qualities?
The sciences, as presently constituted, do have a very strong
utilitarian orientation. Now scientists as individuals often do not.
Usually the best of the scientists do not. Science is essentially an
aesthetic activity where individuals pursue the good, the true, and the
beautiful. I have absolutely no quarrel with this idea whatsoever. The
fact that they do it using purely quantitative criteria is simply because
that is according to the game-plan that has been set down. But they
would deny that what they are doing primarily is trying to create more
effective cannons. However, the money that supports them comes from
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the people who want the more effective cannons, so there is a type of
Darwinian process here, whereby that which is useful from the
utilitarian point of view is supported at the expense of that which is
merely abstract, theoretical or aesthetic, although at this point in time
people are very nervous about dismissing the abstract and theoretical
because some extremely abstract and theoretical principle led to the H
bomb - successfully!
.
Nevertheless there does seem to be a general consensus in our
culture among the powers that be that a science of feeling, a science of
secondary qualities, is neither possible nor terribly important. The rest
of us would disagree. Psychology has been particularly a victim of this.
When I say psychology I mean laboratory psychology, not depth
psychology. One has to make a distinction between depth psychology,
such as that of Freud, Jung, Adler, psychosynthesis and various modern
offshoots of all of these. These are not laboratory psychologies. Their
concerns are quite different. They treat of human affairs rather in a way
resembling astrology, hence the fact that we find many ofthem studying
astrology, and many astrologers studying depth psychology. But
laboratory psychology, known somewhat derisively as rat-running,
operates on an entirely quantitative model, and actually attempts to
reduce, and reduce is the proper word here, all human beings' behaviour
to quantifiable phenomena. We even see this in psychological work that
is quite close to home. Before I continue with this I want to make it very
clear that I do not intend it as a criticism of some absolutely magnificent
research. I refer, ofcourse, to the work ofthe Gauquelins. What! want to
call to your attention is the way the Gauquelins quantify personality
traits. By counting words in biographies. They counted the number of
times that words were used as well as the number of different ones that
were used. This is an attempt to quantifY a secondary quality. I repeat
that this is not a criticism. I want to illustrate to you how far one may
have to go to quantify traits arising from secondary qualities. I think
that most of us would agree that however significant these results may
be from a scientific point of view, the end result is not terribly useful in
the consultation room. It may be eventually. I can see ways, in fact, that
their work could become usable to the consultant, but at present it is not,
except for the redefinition of angularity that really we should be paying
attention to.
. . .
Quantity is perceived by objectivists as a way of ehmmati~g the
personal factor from observation. In another lecture I referred~ this as a
curious paradox because a discipline that has by ~~ larg~ reJected the
existence of God, at least as a necessary hypothesiS, IS trymg to. see the
universe from a God's eye point ofview, and ifyou think about that for a
moment, the laughter I hear in some parts of the roo~ is completely
appropriate. Either we have a bein~ that can pen:eive the whole
universe at once or we throw out the Idea that the uniVerse can all be
perceived at one~. Is it truly meaningful to speak of.a reality that exists
independently of any observer? Any observer. Back m the old days when
they had the God that was removed fro~ all creation but nevert~eless
could look at it, it was probably mearungful to speak of the uniVerse
independent of any one observer, but now it's seriously open to question.
Of course, if you are familiar with the idea of 20th century quantum
mechanics, you know that in quantum mechanics they have found that
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this is impossible. You cannot take a God's eye view. This is the
Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. What is not clear is why this
knowledge has not filtered down to the rest of the sciences.
Now, of course, we astologers are a bit further along than even the
followers ofHeisenberg would want to go. Our position in essence is that
one cannot separate the observer from the observed because the two are
a single continuous field. This is a major difference in point of view from
the mainstream of science.
There is an image I would like to present to you while we are on the
idea of quantitification. Contemplate the following question. Don't
answer it, just contemplate it and see how ra~ical a change this would
make in your thinking. How many Mars units is an Aries? Or how many
Mars units is an Aries as opposed to a Mars rising? That's not how we
ask questions, is it? We say "how do they behave?", a very different kind
of thing. Now what the traditional scientist would like us to do is come up
with something like a Mars unit and quantify the number ofMars units
associated with each astrological condition of Mars. I might add, by the
way, that when one writes a computer programme that synthesises
horoscopes, one actually does have to do thissortofthing, and it has very
strange effects upon one's thinking about astrology!
I recently wrote a programme for some associates that quantifies
relationships along 6 different dimensions with different scores for each
type of aspect, each possible pair ofplanets, whether they were applying
or separating, and the kind of angle. When I got up to the 6th dimension
of the matrix I began to have problems. Keeping track of 6 dimensional
matrices in a computer programme can be a little trying. I broke it down
into simpler matrices! The programme basically takes two charts and
prints out a long series of point scores along various parameters. Are the
results ~eaningful? I don't know. All I gave them was the ability to set
the scormg any way they wanted so they could test it out. The 6 different
parameters were ease of relationship, basic compatibility, the degree of
mutual attraction, durability of the relationship in time, the ability to
deal with practical concerns or business, and ease of communication.
Every possible pair of planets and every aspect was scored differently
according to these 6 different criteria. I wish them luck. I'll be very
curious to see what comes out of this. I would not say that nothing will
come out of it. However, regardless of its merits, this project does show
the problem of trying to apply quantification techniques to astrology.
What We Need to Learn-The Algebra of Life
Now, this all sounds lovely. When I describe science in this negative
way we feel very superior, don't we? We have as our basicdatacomj>lex
clustere of human behavioral characteristics that we deal with in
groups. For example, we talk about an Aries. We don't say it has 9.5675
Mars units. We say Aries are free-willed, individualistic, adventurous,
independent etc. Take your choice. You do not have to agree with my
delineations. Just notice the style, that's all I ask. I shouldn't think you'd
disagree too radically because I've cribbed it from just about every text
book ever written. But there is a problem, and now is when I'm going to
start turning this thing around.
The virtue of quantification is that one can manipulate it
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mathematically. Why is. this a virtue? Because mathematical
manipulation can lead to rigorous conclusions that were not clearly
implicit in the original data. And these conclusions are testable. For
example, Einstein took the factual observation that no matter how one
measures the speed of light, it is always constant in a vacuum. If it is
moving through a denser medium, it slows down. But there is a
maximum speed of light which is absolutely constant. Taking that
simple statement, he derived his theory of special relativity, which had
all manner of bizarre consequences. According to special relativity
bodies decrease in length in the direction in which they are tavelling.
Bodies should increase in mass as they get closer and closer to the speed
of light. Time slows down. All of these have been experimentally
verified. With respect to time dilation astronauts who land are a few
seconds younger than they would have been if they'd never taken offi
This is literally true. The point here is that the ability to mathematically
manipulate the observation made in the late nineteenth oentury enabled
a whole body of information to be derived. We cannot do this with
astrological data.
Dane Rudhyar, in his Astrology of Personality spoke about astrology
as the albegra of life. That was a very hopeful statement. But in fact
astrology iR a symbolic language about life, not an algebra, because there
are no really rigorous rules for manipulating the symbols. There are
flexible rules which we employ to considerable effect, but there are no
rigorous ones.
I also hasten to add that there are enough rules restricting interpretation that one can't say anything that one may wish about anything
if astrology is done properly. This has escaped the attention of a number
of astrologers. Recently I've been astounded by the literature on the
symbolism of Chiron. The one thing that is clear from this literature is
that Chiron rules everything! Now when there is a symbol that signifies
everything it signifies nothing. It is unusuable. Astrology does have an
internal logic that prevents this kind of thing, but the logic must be
employed rigourously. But I have seen on at least two occasions
astrologers led up the primrose path by the sloppiness of their symbolic
·
reasoning.
I'm sure you've all experienced, those of you who do any number of
consultations, the horrible and demoralising phenomenon of giving a
brilliant reading from the wrong birth data! It's one of those little classic
embarrassments we don't like to talk about. I'm about to make an
extraordinary statement. When I have encountered the wrong birth
data I've usually smelled a rat. But I cannot say for sure that I will
always smell a rat. Quite recently I had a client who gave me a birth time
as being something or other in the morning Eastern Standard Time,
Atlanta, Georgia, sometime in the 1930's. I could not get this chart to
work. That is to say, when I tested it against the events in her life,
nothing showed up. I went to bed very dispirited wondering ifl was going
to have to cancel the consultation, a right I reserve if the birthdata do not
correlate reasonably with events. Then in the middle of the night I woke
up saying to myself that Atlanta was on Central Standard Time in the
late 1930's. I checked with Shanks' atlas, recast the chart for Central
Standard Time. By God, the chart worked! In fact one can tell a correct
set of data from the incorrect sometimes! I think, nevertheless, we have
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to agree that convincing readings of the wrong birth data are a real
phenomenon.
Several years ago as Geoffrey Dean lectured in Michigan, he
presented a horoscope allegedly of Petula Clarke. He proceeded to
descr ibe as the centrepiece of this chart a Mars-Neptune conjunction,
describing it as selflessness, giving oneself to others- and other equally
really glowing phrases. I sat there saying to myself that it might be
possible to make Mars-Neptune work out this way, but ordinarily it
work s out somewhat less exaltedly. Something was wrong, I thought.
Most of the people in the group appeared to accept hls reasoning and his
description, and after he clearly had them convinced he said it was the
horoscope of Charles Manson who was born one year later on the same
day. I sat smiling to myself because I had not been hooked. Nevertheless
if he'd been a little more subtle with it I could have been taken in as well.
So, our language needs a good deal more uiternal rigour than it has at
the moment. I wish I could tell you how to do thls but I don't know! This is
one of the challenges we face.
Dane Rydhyar called astrology the algebra of life but I suggest it's
much more like a taxonomy of life than an algebra. A taxonomy is a
classification system. It classifies animals as reptiles or manimals, or
humans as Aries or Taurus. If we could actually convert astrology into a
symbolic algebra, into an algebra of quality, we would really have made
a major advance in thought. Do not hold your breath waiting for this task
to be accomplished, but the undertaking would be a worthy effort.
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The Proper Relationship of Astrology
and Science - Part 11
The 1989 Carter Memorial Lecture
by Robert Htmd
The Art of Framing Questions
Another issue is the art of framjng questions. This ia very cloeely
related to the last., act.ually, One of the things that science is good at is
framing questions in a way that is meaningful, that is to what it is trying
to do. Some of the questions science frames may not be terribly
me!Ulingful to you or me, but in terms of the game-plane of what the
scientist is doing they're very meaningful. Most significantly, and atthls
point I will betray my own philosophical biases here, most significantly
scientific statements are falsifiable. No scientific statement is ever
completely correct, but by God one can teU if it's wrongt fit give you an
example. It is empirically justified to say that. all crows are black, but.
you should know that th.e existence of one white crow makes that.
statement incorrect. The statement is highly falsifiable. No number of
observations of crows will conclusively prove that all crows are black,
but one white crow will clearly di.\IJ!rove it. This is what is me{lllt. by a
highly falsifiable statement. ffwecouJd say, "All Aries are war·like and
aggressive", and we had 110me kind of test for measuring this, and it, in
fact, turned out to be true as frequently as crows are black, that would be
a highly falsifiable statement. But. what we tend to make are statements
such as, "Aries are fairly aggressive people. but. there are lots of other
fadors to be taken into ronsideration as well." Please don't
misunderstand me! r do not completely reject that. statement, because
unfortunately it is Lbe kind of thrng that we have to say at present.. I
accept the necessity of it. The horoscope must be read as a whole. One
can't take a piece out of it and attempt to make a one-to-one correlation.
All I say is that we need to do a lot of wol'k on the framing of questions
and the- making of statement~~. And science doe41l!how uti a bit about how
to do this.
Now at this point 1 will have to stick my neck out a mile, because I'm
going to make a promise which J will fulfil if I live long enough. That is
the one underlying premise, that J live long enough. Not that. fm dying,
but if I were to suddenly disappear a year from now this promise will not
be fulfilled. Jt is my intention to write a book between now and final
termination. the probable title of which will be "The Metaphysical
Foundations of Astrology". The reason for this book is that in fact the
metaphysical foundations of astrology are not well formulated. But it is
time to talk a little more about metaphysics.
I have said that a reality system makes basic assumptions before it
investigates anything. These are its metaphysics. What metaphy&ics is
not is a series of highly theoretical theological statements. Now this is
not to be interpreted as a rondemnation or as a ~ection, but, to take a
concrete example, The Secrt.t Doctrim by Madame Blavatsky is not a
metaphysical work. It is a theological, religious, spiritual work. This ls
not criticism. Jt's merely classification. Statements about the number or
human root races there have been and which one we are or statements
about discarnate masters are not metaphysics, whi.c h in no way
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decreaacs or increases their value. But let us put. Madame Blavataky
aside for the moment. 1 happen to think her books are extremely
interesting, and that she was a very brillianl woman. I don't agree with
everything she says, but this is not germane. Similarly t.be writings of
Swedenborg are not properly metaphysics. They are properly theology.
We tend to confuse lbeology with metaphysics. Theologies make
metaphysicallU!sumpt.ions, but they are not in themselves metaphysical
systems.
The theology of astrology depends on what astrologer one ask&.
There are Christian astrologers, Buddhist. &.'lt.rologers, Hindu
astrologers, Hermetic astrologers and what I would call without any
attempt to rigour, Ne w Age astrologers. In the New Age astrology there
is a whole new set of theological assumptions. But it. is stiU not
metaphysics.
Here is a truly metaphysical question: What arc more different,
exact opposites, or the opposites versus the middle and what precisely is
the nature of the difference?
Here is a concrete example: many years ago there was the famous
Vemon Clarke experiment. Vemon Clacke was a psychologist wbo gave
to a number of astrologers paired horoscopes of gifted and mentally
retarded children, and the astrologers were suppoeed to sort out which
were which. I was in on one orthe replications oftbe experiment and l
realised there was a fundamental problem. I bad never pel'sonally
investigated the horoecopes of gifted or mentally retarded children,
therefore L was not really qualified to make a statement. CWbile
astrology has a symbol SYstem which suggesta hypotheses about alm081.
every aspect. of reality, it is still necessary for an astrologer to be an
expert in the particular aspect of reality being investigated. Both
astrologe111 and astrological ruean:hers, Including debunkers, tend to
forget this.) However the assumption here is that giiU!d children and
ment.ally retarded children, being opposites, &hou.ld be fundamentally
different and yet there are principles in other types of divination which
s uggest that what the opposite extremes of mental. ~pacity !'ave In
common is being different from the norm, and that th1B18 the thing tbal
will s how up. They wi 11 be radically different from ordinary people.. This
raises the met-aphysical queetion . ConvenUonal, common &elllle metaphysics always has things in one of two positions. A or not A. This basic
Aristotelian logic. Occult. metaphyeica suggests that there is + A. - A.
and neither.
Now where are there some examples of this? Thoee of you that are
familiar with tbe 1 Ching will undoubtedly be familiar with the moving
lines, where the old Yang line turns into a Yin, and the old Yi~ hne tur;ns
into a Yang. Anything that gets to an extl'eme can change to atsoppos1t.e
without going through the middle . The middle is somehow more
different from the extremes than the extremes are from each other. Now
if we frame ou.r questions from the metaphysical point. of view that
opposites are different, and astrology may not., then one will come up
with absolutely zero rcsulta. Metaphysics is not merely academic here.
We have not clearly stated the metaphysical assumptions that are the
btu~is of our reality. Now the rea110n why it will take me a long time to
write this book is very simple. I don't know what our metaphystcal
assumptions are either! AJI J have done is found a few examples of

problematical metaphysical assumptions like Lheoneabove.
Let me give you another example which has eaused all manner of
controversy in the United States in the last few years. Is there such a
thing as an objectively reaJ persona lily? Jt is t.he 868umption ofacademjc
psychology that the answer is yes. lndependenlly of any one observer,
one's personality can be measured as having certain parameb!s and
these parameters describe something m.e aningful and unchanging
aboutone'sessence. To put it another way, one does in facthavesomany
Mars unita, although that's nol the language a psychologist would use.
But a lithe evidence really avggest.s is that we are testing the behaviour
of people in the environment of taking the t.eBt. To give a commonly
abused example, IQ tests melU!ure th.e ability of people to perform on IQ
tests. If you actually look at your experience what. do you nnd? You find
that with person A you are one person, with person B you're another
person, and wit~ person C you're another person. ln group Y you are one
way, in group Z you nre another way and in fact you look like nothing so
much as a set of somewhat related t.endencie11 that vary considornbly
from situation to situation. Now I would agree without. any dispute
whatsoever that we have habitual ways of acting in many situations
otherwise astrology would also be pointless. But I should Hke to suggest
that to go so far as to say we have an objectively real personality is a
highly debatable statement.. Yet astrology is being tested on the
assumption that there is, and that the hoi'06COpe should describe iL And
we s hould all be aware that astrologers are as guilty of bringing about
this state of affairs as anyone from outside.
If one actuaiJy looks at the history of astrology one finds that until
recently what the horosoope measured or indicated was not one's
personality but one'a fate. Anybody remember that? Now of course this
brings up the interesting qUt!Stion of what do we mean by fate? That's a
little bit beyond the subject of this talk. but I wiU answer brieOy. My
personal opinion is that it indicates a set of mythical patterns that. we
have to operate within. That's all. lt doesn't mean an abeolut.ely decrood
destiny, or ordained acto! events. Otherwise there would be no point. in
doing astrology. If the future is absohxt.cly predetennined, why know it?
It 's only if one can modify it that at'a useful to know about it. lt. may be
that the ability to indicate personality from astrology is nothing UlOre
than the fact that certain kinds of fate indicate certain kinds of
behaviour. It has ollA!n been stated that character Is destiny. Astrology
may imply the reverse, that destiny is character.
One of the projects that r refer to is the study done by Sean Carlson a
few years ago in California, which caused a great deal of flap becaWJe he
"disproved astrology''. What he actually proved was something that
many psychologists now know, which is that teAts which involve people
evalu.ating t heir own personality profiles are abeolutely useless.
Participants were unable to tell astrological descriptions of tbeir own
chart from those of others. What he convenientlY neglected to mention in
this test was that participa,nts a l110 couldn't.l.ell their correct pel'8llllality
inventories from their incorrect personality inventories. In other words
astrology and psychology performed equally badly. For some reason the
critics, including some very close to the astrological community have
also overlooked this curious fact. Astrology didn't do any worse than
psychology did. But the point is that we shou.ld not. be forced to answer
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questions that may not be valid questiomJ. The lJroblem la we have
s uch a poor understanding of what our metaphysical assumptions are
that we can't recognise a valid or invalid q"Ue&tion when we aee it.
Now fm very clear about one thing. Were J or anyone elae tn write
this book, Tht' MetophysiaJI Foundali<J11S of Astrology, others from all
quarters of the community would probably disagree with us
vigorously. That's fine. I have no intention of making a definitive
staU!ment. All I want to do is get people to react, then maybe eventually
we can make some kind of a statement. Any statement that anyone
makes will merely be the ti rstofmany,and will be'alteredoonaiderably.
People are sti11 defining the metaphysical foundations of science! Why
should we do it in o.n etry? Why should we even acratch the s urface in one
try? So if I do this book I will do it with a &ense of humility, becal18e I
know damned well that it will only be the fU'8t ofmany words. Actually it
might be the last word on the subject ifnobody ellltl makes the effort to do
it! However I would suggest that 81Qme kind of metadiscipline of
astrology is neoessary for us to develop the discipline of astrology.
I don't believe that it. is absolutely necessary for any one average
counseJling astrologer to have a finger o.n any of this, but for astrology as
a whole it is necessary. I also believe that eventually the p.ractising
astrologer will benefit enormously. Hnotbing else they won't look like
idiots on television if this effort is made.
Always question the questions you are asked to an.8wer. Are they
questions which are valid in the context of astrological thought? Here is
another example. Again I do not intend an attack or criticimn of the
Gauquelins. One ofMichel's early questions was of oorrelations between
Sun sign and profession. Now I know in popular astrology rags
statement of such correlations like that are oft.en made, but have you
even seen a aerioua astrology U!xt book which indicated the Sun sign as
t he primary deU!rminant of profession? And yet astroloprs were very
upeet when there was no correlation! Why should there have been? We
need to enunciate not only our metaphysics but alao more
straightforward prindples such as the deU!rmination of profeBSion from
the horoecope.
We alao need to do scientific researCh. Why? Not tD prove astrology,
but because only by experimenting with experimentation, itaelf, can we
find out how to experiment. When we do rigorous astrological1"eSeJU'Ch
which for the moment. fairly well conforms to tbe canona of orthodox
sc.ience, what we are dolng ia experimenting with experimentation. We
don't in fact know how to frame experiments properly in astrology. 'l'bel'e
are basically two ways in which experime.n tation il done. One is an
uncritical usage of conventinal acientitic methodology which is probably
incorrect when it's applied to astrology. The other is the application of no
known method whatsoever, which isQ!J'tainly not useful We need to do
acientific research as much to prove to ourselves that scientific
methodology is usefid in astrology as for any other reason. Obviously
again it is the case that not everybody in the astrological community
need be involved in this, and it. is certain that not everybody will be
involved. It is very clear that there will be a small group of afticiooadi
who will spend their time doing experimental astrology, and"wbeo I say
experimental! mean in a reasonably scientifi.c, rigorous way.
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The Need for a New MetbodolOfiY
lt is not at all dear from the history of the scientific revolu.tion and
subsequent. historical periods that science can in fact do anything
meaningful with the secondary quali~ies that make up most of human
experience. [ now make a statement that SQme people will probably take
issue with, and 1 ask you to feel free to do so. I do not consider psychology
to be a suooeaaful science. I do not oonsider any ofthe social scienoea tQ be
successful. Not in the senae that physics, chemistry and biolQSY are
successful. They have scored smaU sua:esaes within extremely limited
game plans, But in terms of being socially useful they are not. How·
ever, a m~r point. must be made here for any therapists that are
in the room. 1 do not suggest. that paycbotberapy is UBeles~~, but I
do suggest that it might be the therapist that make it. effective more than
t he diBicipline. I don't think that should be a worry, because
effectiveness is effectiveness. Although that makes many people
nervous because that means they have to frame a reality system of their
own and stick to it without the support of a oonsensus. That's called
courage! lt is not insane tQ live in ones own reality system. It is only
insane if one doesn't know that it is a personal reality system and one
can't relate other systems. So one is very effectiveatdoingwhatooe ~s
and there is validation for what one does. I would not question the
metaphysical foundations too closely if I were you. Do not look a gift.
horse in the mouth!
~ Lehman and I have been ~ussing now for 80MB time a
conference on astrological meta-research. As she has pointed out, many
criticiSIIUI including those of our friend and associate Geoffrey Dean, are
in many respects are quite valid. We do not in fact fonnuJate any
alternative to conventional scientific inveatigation. The reason Is very
simple. Most. of us aren't scientists. Most of us aren't philoeophers. Moat
of use are people who apply a craft. at a ratherpraeticallevel.'lltis is nota
criticism of t hat . Many of the world's greatest disciplines have emerged
out of practical crafts. Many of the world's most exalted theorie6 have
dealt with no practical crtUt whatsoever, and are usele&~~ as a result. So
this is not a criticism of the practical craftsman astrologer, but. we must
do this work, for our own sakes, not tD prove a.•rt;rology, but to improve
astrology. That is the key, improve., not prove astrology. We must
develop our own methodology of inquiry~lt. may be quite different l'rom
anything that's gone before.
One of the reasons that I am annoyed by ecientific critiC& of
astrology, particularly the debunking type, is that most of them have
studied sciences as received bodies of knowledge. while it ia true that
there are people who expand the frontiers of physics and chemistry, it is
also true that none of them are among the IIChool of debunkers. If one
looks at the debunkera astrology one finds a pathetic group ofluis-been
scientists, if they are even i n fact scientists! Many of these wbo signed
the statement condemning astrology were Nobel Prize laureates, but
they were not in fact debunkers. They just thought that signing was a
good idea at the time. The real debunkers, thoee wbo spearheaded the
campaign, consisted of second echelon acientists, profesaora of
philoeopby, who are not scientists, pop science writers, who are not
scientists, and stage magicians, who are not scientist$. We find people
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who have done nothing whatever to expand the frontiers of human
awareness.
We have no body of received knowledge to expand the frontiers of
our awareness except astrological t.ndition, which is powerful in many
ways },ut it does not lead one to making systematic inquiries of the kind
t hat ~eed to be made. We have to create a new discipline from noth_lng.
This is an horrendow! tuk. l think we have already aeen the beginnings
of it, but these are vary tentative beginnings indeed. S ignificant as the
work of the Oauquelin.s and other scientists have been in astrology, and
they are scientists in the true 8eJUie of the wotd. these are still only
beginnings.

The Need to Study Our m.tory
Now, 88 I pointed out to Dr lAth man in our di8CUII8ion on astrological
meta-reaearc:h. there is also another problem. Our historical awareneee
is dismalt How many times have you read articles where eomebody hae
re-invented a wheel? How many people have encountered Solstice point.a
unaware that they have been in U8e for the last 2.000 years. There BM
many other examples I could give you. Historical aw&Mnessln astrology
is eo bad that astrologers regularly re-invent techniques that were uaed
thousands of yean ago and were not rejected. They were forgotten. Not
e ven totally forgotten. They just were notin any works the astrology had
read. That's actuaJiy not important. What is important is the following.
Let us 888ume, 88 I think we a ll should, that astrology aroee out of the
experience of a certain kind that waa bad by Me110potamian investigators. They were the ones who invented astrology -not 88 we ~w it,
but the idea of it. They noticed something, and they tried to ooch('y it 88
best they could in tenna of their own reality system aome 3,000 years
ago. Then the Greeks took this body of knowledge and re-interpreted it
in terms of their realicy systems. In fact what the Greeks did w88 a
re-interpretation in terms of Greek reality of an experience had by
Meeopot.amian.a. And then the Romans took it and did a Roman r&·
interpretation of the Greek re.interpretation of the Meaopotamian
experience - 1 t.hinlt you can see what's going on here. We are eeveral
ordera removed from the original experience. What were the Babylonians experiencing? Now we have experiences in modem astrology. I
do not. question that, but astrology is not merely a received body oflore.
We have all, for example, experienced Mars transita. Some of the really
lucky ones in the room are experiencing Saturn conjunct. Neptune on
eomething important in their charta this year. You have my complete
sympathy and understanding.
Nevertheleas we tend to view astrology through a Renai888DOO filter
of a Medieval filter ofan ArabicfiJteTofa Roman filter ofa Greek filtorof
a Mesopotamian experience. What we need to do ia to reconstruct their
experience historically. We need to the best of our ability, with the best
that can be done through academic !leholarship to find out exactly what
they were doing, what they were feeHng, what they were experiencing.
We have to include alJ the people in between as well, becauss t.hcy did
expand the experience. We need to do serious work on the history of
astrology. All the history of astrology with a couple or recent excepti~ns
has been written by ita opponents. Except for purely factual information
their information is worthless. They are baaicaiJy studying the history of
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an "aberrant superstition", as it seems from their point of view. People
who believe that what they are studying is an aberrant superstition tend
not to be extremely good students. So we need to reconstruct our history
a nd to experience the reconstruction as vividly as possible. This. by the
way, should be good news to aome of you, becawre this is not. scientific
resean:h. This is humanistic research. There is such a thing, by the way.
lt also has its rules and its disciplines, and it is quite real.

Various CbUge. We Need to Make tn Our Awarene•
Now, ['m going to suggest eomething even more radical This may
sound quite stupid, but J submit that this is a problem. We need to accept
astrology. Now that may aeem strange to you becawre of course you
accept astrology, right? WeJI, yee, you do when you are doing the
horoscope, but do you when you are walking around in down-town
London? When you're dealing with your solicitor or your banker, are you
t hinking astrologically? No. You're thinking like ordinary 20th century
people. Now what I suggest is that if you actually thought completely
astrologicaJiy at all times you would be 8 radically different sort of
person from the one you are now. lf you actually had applied the
magical world-view that astrolOSY implies to everything it would be
quite a difl'erentsituation. You would be far leas likely to be taken in by a
"scientist" asking stupid questions. You will recogniee the questions as
being stupid. The reason why you get taken In is that you live threequarters of the way ln their camp and only OllfHiuarter banging out in
the weirdness known a.a astrology. I do not accuse you of duplicity. rm
doing the same thing - maybe 8 little less than you because I am getting
weird - but I would like to suggest that moet. ofualn fact have our foot
firmly planted in two campe. And a.a the gap between them is getting
wider and wider eventually we are going to split down the middle. Or we
will be forced to pick one of the campe!
Critics of anything are an lnteTeating crew. To be a critic is safe
because one can UBually a.asume that any new idea or any new piece of
art is probably bad. The reason? Moat of it is! So one gets to be right
automatica lly~ of the time through no virtue of ones own. When we
actually take the risk of seeing truth in a really bi%8rr'e reality system
such 88 that implied by astrology then we take a lot of chances.. It takes a
great deal ofcourage, and to the degree to which we can do it we should
applaud ourselves for being courageous. I mean that quite literally.
Other people may regard us mad, but we should applaud ourselves fOl'
being courageoll8. Remember one is not mad unless one forgets the
difference between ones own reality system and everybody else's. As
long BB we know there's adifferenceandcan work with that, we are okay.
There's a little side bip I'd like to make here. I ran into a very
humorous situation 8 couple of months ago in Michigan. The per&On
involved will remain nameleBB becauee he asked to remain nameless,
and I will respect that. Some of you may have heard the story from hill
own lips. A gentleman with considerable academic credential& in
psychology (1 believe that. is his own field ofstudy), hu run into a curious
problem. In his investigations of astrology he keeps coming up with
positive resultll. It is damaging his credibility. He told me about. the work
he was doing which had him really upeet.. He decided to investigate
something that was abeolutely, clearly, totally untrue 80 that he could
lOJ

come up with negative results. He picked Rupert SheJdralte's theory of
formative causation which he found 80 pen10nally offensive be muJd not
believe there would be an,y positive results emerging from a study of it.
So be constructed a test, the details of which I won't go into bec:ai.Uie that.
would be partly a give away of bia· identity, and becaWI8 it's alto
irrelevant. Heconstruc:tedatesttotestthetbeoryoffonnativecausation
a nd guess what! He got positive resulta. He bu since uked that otMr
people who are in a position to do 80 tD replicate his work to see if their
results confirmed hia. He also took the precaution of not telling them
what his resuJt.a were. They were to have abeolutely no idea what was
going to happen. I think if they aD get the same.zesulte, be's going tD go
public on this one and thereby truly destroy his credibility. This ia a
maijor problem in modern thought. ThU ia what I will c:alJ the bigoc.ry
ieaue.

A Fu.ndamen&allaaue
A fundamental iaaue which lbave formulated a nwnberoft:imel but
which I will fonnulate again tonight ia that reepecta.bitity oome8 &om
within. We will no.t be accepted bY. conforming to the standard canons of
respectabilty. No new discipline haa ever achieved etatua in tbia culture
by first being accepted by the outside. The tinJt thing a new diaclpline
does ia work on ita internal structure. It creates its own canons of
behaviour. lt creates ways of proceeding. It also creates thinp like
libraries a (a little plu.g for the Urania trust). It creates institutions of
learning of one sort or another. It creates organs or communication such
as the journals we do in fad have but which are often not read, and often
do not survive becauae nobody wants to bQy them. It finck out about ita
metaph)'8ica. lt lmowa ill own pbiloeophy. (AlthouP in practice in the
sciences, it is not at all obvious that the typical working acientiet
understanda either bia own pbiloeophical bases or metaphytical
asaumptona. But there are those in the scientific community who do.) lt
recogniaee a stupid qu.tion when it aees it.
We have to do all of this, and a.lao while we're at it throw out the
genuine frauds, of whom there are a number. I doubt that. there are any
fraude in thia room. I can say that safely bec:awle most people who
identify themselves as aatiolopn could at most be accueed of being
deluded, according to mainlstream IIOciety, but are honest in their belief.
1Jut tJ\ere are people who uae astrology and tarot and other divinatory
t.echniquee to defraud. One of the moat. common rackets in the United
State$ lS people who will "lift. c:unes.. for you for a small fee. We need to
Pc>lice theee people as much as we can. or at least distanceOW'llelves from
them.
We have to have reepect for 0\lnlelves and this does ooL come from
what 1 call the "bastard complex." The "baetard complex" ariaea
whenever a penon tries to achieve legitimacy by excelling or by do.i ng
things in a way that other people expect at the coat ofiDDel' authenticity.
We do not need to be the wa,y other people expect ua to be. All we need to
be la the way we think we should be.
Now when l say this, when r talk about llbraries and journals as
iDBtrwnenta of communication I aleo have to say two other th.inga
immediately. We are alao a fairly off-beat kind of community. I'm eure
you've noticed. A lot of the creativity in astrology comes from the free
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and easy natureofthedisciplineand we run the riakofdestroyingthatin
making it too academic. I hope we can achieve a balance because that
balance has never been achieved by anyone else. Other diaciplinea are
either totally c:ra.ey or Saturnine beyond belief. If we can be a little crazy
and a little Saturnine then we have achieved eomethng unique.

Final Tboqhta - We Need to be True to Our Oricina
Then there is the other matter which I want to conclude with. With
all of this statement or our relationship to science there iaeomething elae
that 1 believe we have to do. We have to accept the f'act that we are a
branch of magick - in the highest eenae of the word. Magiclt baa two
definitions, both of which are applicable tD astrology. The broad
definition ia that magiclt is the study of the aliveness inherent in the
universe. The narrower definition la magiclt is the art of bringing about
changes of consciou.meu in conformity with the will. In other words, it's
a yoga. It's the West's only yoga in fact. We are a branch of that yoga. We
muetestabliah our roots in that whilewearedoingthe reetoftbia. And if
you are not thorou.gbly depreeeed at the magnitude of the task by now,
you are a bopeleaa Pollyanna. Nevertheless, there is another way of
looking at this. What a phenomenal challenge! You are not only the
inheritors of an rncredlbly ancient diacipline, you are at.o on the ground
floor of a revolution, if we try to make it one, that ia. This is a revolution
which. in its broader irnplicationa could totally tran.eform the culture.
rve staU!d on many oocaaiona, once in fact ip a lecture that 1gave here a
few years ago, that astrology is a revolutionary science. The main reason
studying astrology is not to counael people, although I respect that
and do that. The main reason I study utrology ia that if it'a true the
deadening world view of our culture, mechania-mat.erialiam isn't true,
and that's something the culture needa to hear. We aren't the only ones,
but we are among thoee groupe of people who couJd in fact. by our
understanding of the univeree save this civilisation. Don't let this go to
your head, but it would not be a bad idea if you let it go tD your heart.
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